Abstract
Introduction
Modeling of reactive flow in porous media has diverse applications in engineering and science. Applications include heavy oil processes, combustion in porous media, ground water flow and hydrate decomposition in porous media. Major studies on the reacting flow have been conducted over the years that significantly advance understanding of such systems but emphasis has basically been on the development of approximate analytical solutions for special cases, fine grid direct numerical simulation, and upscaling of reaction-transport form pore scale to continuum scale (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
Currently, accurate numerical simulation of heavy oil and bitumen recovery processes is a challenging issue due to the multi-scale nature of the involving physical phenomena. Physical processes involved in heavy oil recovery include diffusive and reactive processes that have different scales. Reactions in porous media are intrinsically take place at the smaller level causing development of sub-scale concentration and temperature gradients while the diffusive processes such as heat and mass transfer have scales orders of magnitude larger than the reactions. Large-scale simulation of such coupled processes is computationally expensive due to limitations in computational resources. Finding an upscaling methodology that captures the sub-grid (local scale) processes into the coarse numerical grid block are of prime importance. Such methodology will advance our understanding of the processes and improves our capabilities for conducting largescale simulation of the involved processes.
This paper as a first step toward accurate upscaling of reaction kinetics investigates numerical solution behaviour of different problems related to upscaling of reaction kinetics. These problems include steady-state and transient reaction diffusion, solid-solid, and gas-solid reactions. Results obtained here have applications including heavy oil recovery, environmental problems such as underground waste disposal, soil remediation, and contaminant transport. This paper is structured as follows. First, numerical diffusion (dispersion) for various type of convection-diffusionreaction equation is evaluated. Next, grid dependency of numerical solutions for solid-solid and gas-solid reactions is obtained numerically. Then, a three region steady-state convection-diffusion-reaction model is developed and the corresponding equivalent reaction constant is obtained. The discussion and conclusion follow.
Distinction between numerical diffusion (dispersion) and scale dependency of reaction constant
Numerical solution dependency of convection-diffusion to the size of grid blocks and numerical methods is well known problem in numerical analysis literature. The numerical error introduced into the numerical solutions depends on the grid block Peclet and Courant numbers. However, for convectiondiffusion systems accompanied with chemical reactions, the numerical solution dependency on the size of grid blocks and numerical methods is not well discussed in the literature. Depending on the problem complexity (i.e. level of coupling, non-linearity, reaction kinetic, frontal behaviour, etc.) the grid block dependency of the numerical solution might be different.
In order to categorize reactive flow systems based on their numerical solution sensitivity to grid block a precise investigation needs to be conducted. As a first step, we have considered simple cases to perform an analysis to differentiate the role of numerical diffusion (dispersion) on the solution behaviour of convection-diffusion system associated with simple reaction kinetic. The analysis consists of investigations on the grid-block dependency of numerical solutions (solution behaviour) for various simple diffusion-reaction systems in transient and steady-state conditions. It is shown that for pure diffusive systems with simple power law kinetic the numerical solution is independent of the numerical grid block used in simulations both under transient and steady state conditions. Such analysis resulted insight into better understanding of convection-diffusion-reaction systems with reaction kinetic scale dependency. In other words, the analysis helped differentiating between errors introduced by numerical diffusion and the scale dependency of the reaction kinetic.
First order convection-diffusion-reaction system
The governing dimensionless form of partial differential equation for a linear convection-diffusion-reaction system is given by:
where
is the dimensionless concentration of reactant scaled by a reference
is the system Peclet number,
is the Thiele modulus (16) , D is the molecular diffusion coefficient, and k is the reaction constant. Discretization by forward time and single-point upstream finite difference method and then using Taylor series expansion of the discrete values of concentration and neglecting third and higher order terms leads to the following PDE. Comparing Equations (1) and (2) reveals that the numerical discretization modifies the diffusion coefficient, velocity, and reaction constant. The modified diffusion coefficient, velocity, and reaction constant are thus given
The simple analysis presented shows that, for a linear convection-diffusion-reaction system, numerical results are sensitive to both temporal and spatial discretization. Therefore, the accuracy of numerical solutions is affected by both grid size and time step suggesting call for some sort of numerical upscaling.
Second order convection-diffusion-reaction system
The governing differential equation for a non-linear convection-diffusion-reaction system with a second order reaction is given by:
Using similar mathematical manipulation presented earlier, one can show that the modified PDE obtained from finite difference approximations can be represented by:
The modified diffusion coefficient, velocity, and reaction constant in this case are given by
, respectively. The components of the diffusion coefficient, velocity, and reaction constant attributable to numerical discretization are then
, and
, respectively. Similar to the previous case, the analysis shows that, for a second order convection-diffusion reaction system, the finite difference numerical results are sensitive to both temporal and spatial discretization. Again, analogous to the previous case the simple analysis suggests call for numerical upscaling.
Steady-state diffusion-reaction system with first order reaction
Assume we have steady-state diffusion with a first order reaction. The governing equation is given by
with the following boundary conditions:
The analytical solution is given by: . Therefore, for a steady-state and first order reaction no numerical upscaling of the reaction constant is needed.
Transient diffusion-reaction with first order reaction
The equation describing transient first order diffusion-reaction in dimensionless form is given by
subject to the following initial and boundary condition.
The analytical solution for this problem can be obtained using separation of variable as given by: (13) Using similar approach used earlier one can show that the discrete form of Equation (11) can be written by
Comparing equations 11 and 14 reveal that solution of the discrete transient diffusion-reaction equation is not grid size dependent. The analysis presented above demonstrates that in the presence of convection (advection), a linear diffusion-reaction problem will show grid block dependency. The degree of this dependency is a function of grid block Peclet and Courant numbers. Furthermore, a diffusion-reaction system where the rate constant is not a function of dependent variable (concentration or temperature) the numerical solution is not a function of grid block size used in numerical solution. Therefore, traditional simulation of such process is possible without upscaling for reaction parameters. As we shall see, the above observation does not hold true for non-linear (temperature dependent) reaction-diffusion problems.
Heat and Mass Transfer with Arrhenius Type Reaction Kinetics

Solid-Solid Reactions
An important class of reactions are solid-solid reactions.
Modeling of such reactions is of considerable interest in a variety of industrial applications, including solid-state polymerization (17, 18) , cement industry (19) , ferrites manufacturing, ceramic manufacturing (20) , oxidation of metallic and nonmetallic mixed powders, catalyst preparation (21) , and drug storage. Tamhankar and Doraiswamy (22) presented a comprehensive review of solid-solid reactions.
The dimensionless energy and mass balances can be presented by parabolic coupled partial differential equations given by (5) :
where θ is dimensionless temperature, C D is the dimensionless concentration, t D is dimensionless time, and x D is dimensionless distance. The following dimensionless groups are as follows (5, 8, 8) ( )
and T * is the scale temperature. The initial and boundary conditions are then given by
In the previous sections, it was possible to analytically assess the effect descritisation on numerical solutions because of linearity of the problems. For coupled nonlinear equations it is however, impractical to quantify such effects by analytical means. Therefore, the effect of discrete point representation of the governing equations is studied numerically.
The effect of grid-block size on the numerical simulations for a typical solid-solid reaction is studied. The governing equations are discretised using an explicit in time finite difference method. Figure 1 shows the temperature and concentration profiles for different total number of grids (N=5, 20, 100). Results reveal that the numerical solutions are grid sensitive when large grid blocks are used. It is evident that numerical simulation of such process with large grid sizes cannot capture the front location and velocity suggesting need for numerical upscaling of the governing equations. It is noted that the time steps are chosen such that the numerical solutions are independent of the temporal discritisation.
Gas-Solid Reactions
The governing differential equations for such a system are given by and C GD are the dimensionless solid and gas concentration, respectively. In addition to the previously defined dimensionless groups the following groups are also used (5, 8, 9 ) 
The initial and boundary are given by (
:
Parallel to the previous sections, analytical treatment is not possible. Therefore, the effect of discrete point representation of the governing equations is studied numerically. An explicit in time finite difference formulation of the governing equations for temperature, gas concentration, and solid concentration is used. Figure 2 shows the temperature and concentration profiles for different total number of grids (N=50,100,500). Similar to the previous case of solid-solid reactions results demonstrate that the numerical solutions are again grid sensitive when large grid blocks are used. It is apparent that numerical simulation of gas-solid reactions with large grid sizes cannot resolve the front location, velocity, concentration, and temperature implying need for numerical upscaling of the governing equations. Again it is noted that the time steps are chosen such that the numerical solutions are independent of the temporal discretization.
Equivalent reaction constant for simple system at steady-state conditions
A convection-diffusion system with a simple first order reaction kinetic is proposed to investigate the behavior of equivalent reaction constant. In this analysis, a coarse grid block is considered, where a reaction zone is sandwiched between two diffusive zones. The objective was to find the equivalent reaction constant for the coarse grid block as a function of the governing system dimensionless numbers. The system of differential equations comprised of three linear differential equations glued through continuity of mass flux and concentration at their boundaries. The equivalent reaction constant for the described system is obtained by solving the governing differential equations for the three zones. Results indicated that for the simple kinetic investigated the equivalent reaction constant is a function of the dimensionless groups such as system Peclet number and Thiele modulus and size of the reaction zone. The approach used recovers the intrinsic reaction constant as the ratio of the size of the reaction zone to size of the system approaches unity.
Steady state three region convectiondiffusion-reaction:
We assume a coarse grid block undergoes convection-diffusion with reaction. The coarse grid block includes three regions; Region I (diffusion+convection), Region II (diffusion+convection+reaction), and Region III (diffusion+convection). The reaction zone of thickness δ is located in the middle of the coarse grid block and the two convection-diffusion zones have similar length. The objective is to find equivalent reaction constant for the coarse grid block such that the mass balance across the coarse grid block is honored. The boundary conditions are constant inlet concentration and no diffusive flux at outlet. A schematic of the coarse grid block used is shown in Figure 3 . The dimensionless form of the equations for three regions is given by the following equations:
Region I: the governing equation is given by:
subject to boundary conditions of
The solution is given by: ( ) 
General solution is given by: subject to the boundary conditions of 
Equivalent Reaction Constant
An overall mass balance for the reaction zone gives:
where 
Using this expression one can find the equivalent reaction constant for a coarse grid block that has a reaction zone between two diffusive-convective regions. The behaviour of the solution is presented in Figure 4 for four cases. In the result presented in Figure 4 it was assumed that size of the reaction zone is ten percent of the coarse grid block and the reaction zone is located in the middle of the coarse grid block. Results presented in Figure 5 to 8 illustrate a unit slope line at small φ 2 suggesting a diffusion dominant regime where the reaction is not strong enough to consume all the reactant entered into the reaction zone. Results also demonstrate that for all cases at small intrinsic φ 2 (diffusion dominated) the equivalent Thiele modulus is independent of Peclet number implying that the diffusion is stronger than the convection. Figures 5 to 8 show that for diffusion dominant regime the equivalent reaction constant is proportional to the reaction zone thickness (k e =δk).
The limit at which the equivalent Thiele modulus deviates from the unit slope line (φ 2 e =δφ 2 ) depends on interplay of diffusion and reaction. This is basically a limit at which reaction becomes important or start of a transition from diffusion to reaction dominated regime. At large values of φ 2 the reaction becomes dominated and all of the reactant entered into the reaction zone reacted and the average concentration in the coarse block becomes constant. Further increasing of φ 2 results in a constant equivalent Thiele modulus. Increasing Peclet number while intrinsic Thiele modulus is constant increases the equivalent Thiele modulus. This is because convection increases the grid block average concentration as well as input concentration gradient into the reaction zone resulting in larger equivalent Thiele modulus. Having the intrinsic Thiele modulus and using Figures 5 to 8 one can obtain an equivalent Thiele modulus for a coarse grid block. Each curve in Figures 5 to 8 is results of 10 5 simulation runs highlighting the advantage of analytical upscaling methodologies. Figure 8 shows that the approach used recovers the intrinsic reaction constant as the ratio of the size of the reaction zone to size of the system approaches unity.
Discussion
Heavy oil recovery techniques such as in-situ combustion involve simultaneous diffusive processes (i.e. heat and mass transfer) and reaction kinetic. These physical phenomena have different spatio-temporal scales. The determination and understanding of the phenomenological parameters remains a great source of uncertainty for numerical simulation for reactive-diffusive flow in porous media. To our knowledge, this topic is currently an active area of research for different disciplines of science and engineering. Due to strong coupling of transport and reaction kinetic the governing models are highly non-linear. Accurate and large-scale simulation of such non-linear and multi-scale processes needs high-resolution numerical models. On the other hand, high-resolution numerical simulations are prohibitively expensive. Therefore, developing methodologies for appropriate coupling multi-scale phenomena are of prime importance. Understanding of scale dependency of numerical solutions is a crucial step in upscaling of reaction kinitics. In this paper, an elementary step toward better understanding of numerical solution behaviour and its scale dependency is presented. We are currently working on upscaling of reaction kinetics for more complex non-linear problems of gas-solid and solid-solid reactions.
Conclusions
We have investigated numerical solution behaviour of different problems related to upscaling of reaction kinetics These problems include steady-state and transient reactiondiffusion, solid-solid, and gas-solid reactions. As a first step toward accurate upscaling of reaction kinetics we have developed equivalent reaction kinetics for simple steady-state convection-diffusion-reaction. Results obtained here have applications including heavy oil recovery, environmental problems such as underground waste disposal, soil remediation, and contaminant transport. The following conclusion can be drawn from these studies o Numerical solution of linear and isothermal diffusionreaction systems is not spatial grid sensitive and accurate solutions can be obtained using lowresolution numerical simulations. o For simple steady-state convection-diffusionreaction. two distinct regimes are identified and it is shown that at low Thiele modulus the effective first order reaction constant is directly proportional to size of the reaction zone ( k e = δ k ). The approach used recovers the intrinsic reaction constant as the ratio of the size of the reaction zone to size of the system approaches unity. o Numerical solutions of coupled and non-linear problem such as solid-solid and gas solid reactions lead to sharp reaction front resulting in a grid sensitive solution. Such sharp reaction fronts are difficult to capture using traditional numerical schemes unless by means of very fine grid numerical simulations suggesting need for development of efficient upscaling methodologies. 
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